
Canberra and the Southern Highlands (1-4 November 2013) 
 

It was a very short week in Sydney between the Tasmania and Canberra trips and we’re a bit behind in 

posting. Edie was involved in editing the scientific writing course notes for the course we’ll be giving at 

Sydney University during last two weeks we’re here, and in Xian, China on the way back. To date, Ray 

had been giving the short 12 hour course flipping through slide presentations from his full semester 

course and we decided it was time to package the short course more efficiently.  

Between the trips, Margaret and Bill, Bob Alcorn’s friends, had us over for a very pleasant dinner and 

visit on Tuesday night. Of course, we didn’t miss Israeli dancing on the Wednesday night, and Irish set 

dancing on the Thursday night. In fact, we picked up our rental car Thursday afternoon, drove to 

Kingsgrove for the Irish dancing, and continued on from there towards Canberra, arriving at our motel in 

Golbourn at 1 am to find directions at the reception door that the key to our room was in the door 

(trusting folks, these- more in this vein later). Golbourn is another historic town, with many sandstone 

buildings from the 1800s, and takes pride in being the first inland settlement in Australia. (Parrametta is 

on the harbour estuary). Despite our apprehensions, we did manage quite well driving in Sydney and 

Canberra was even easier – with lots of wide streets and very laid back populace. 

From Golbourn, it was only an hour drive to Australia National University (ANU), where Ray spent the 

day with his colleague Rod Boswell. Edie left the car at the university apartment Rod had arranged for us 

for the weekend, and walked into town. It was mostly a pleasant walk, along Lake Griffin, and many 

people were out cycling, walking and generally enjoying the sun. She visited a Design Museum which 

was devoted to an extensive exhibit of models and plans from a recent architectural competition to 

design a new prime minister residence which would also serve as a site for a variety of public events and 

provide space in the surrounding area for various foreign embassies. This apparently was a totally 

unsolicited effort by the architects’ association – lobbying for what they think ought to be! She then 

spent a few hours at the National Art Gallery which has quite interesting collections of indigenous and 

colonial Australian art.  

Rod and his partner Christine invited us over for dinner, along with several colleagues and students from 

their lab.  (Christine and Rod are partners both professionally and at home). Pleasant company and we 

particularly enjoyed seeing Rod’ s Zen rock garden literally in the middle of the house! On the way there, 

we encountered another example of Aussie friendliness. We’d missed the turnoff to Rod and Christine’s 

house, and had stopped by the side of the road in a residential street while consulting with Capt. Google 

on how to get back. A lady stopped her car got out and came over to give us instructions - amazing.    

Saturday, Christine was playing in a jazz gig, and Rod took us sightseeing outside the city.  Colleague 

Craig Davis and his wife Michelle joined us for the morning trip to the botanical garden.  Michelle was a 

very good guide on the flora – she’d apparently led more than one Girl Guides troupe through there as 

part of her mothering duties. We saw a lot of varieties of banksia and bottle brush.   



We continued on to Mount Stromlo, just outside the city, which is part of ANU’s school of astronomy 

and astrophysics and the home of a new advanced instrumentation & technology centre  in which is 

located a lab that Christine heads. (There was some malfunction with Rod’s key, so we didn’t get the 

guided tour).  

  
Mount Stromlo greeters The Instrumentation Centre 

 

Mount Stromlo had been used as an observatory since the early part of the 20th century, soon after 

Canberra was founded, and amalgamated with ANU after the founding of the university post World War 

II.  In 2003, it was almost completed destroyed by a catastrophic firestorm that swept through this 

section of Canberra. The fire literally leapt from tree to tree, and mountain top to mountain top. More 

than 20 people died in the fire and over 400 houses were destroyed. Craig and Michelle had just moved 

into a house in the valley below where the fire hit, they had some smoke damage to their house but 

were able to stay there throughout as people often do, trying to protect their houses.     

  

Remains of the observatory View into valley 

 



Apparently the observatory was beginning to be obsolete before the fire, as the city grew and light 

pollution crept ever closer. At any rate, an observatory was built farther away, but the old site is still the 

location of monthly astronomer meetings. In addition to its research functions, the mountain is on a 

popular route for cyclists, and a café with a good view provides a popular rest top. The café also serves 

as a center for events- while we were eating lunch there, a wedding was getting organized, and the 

bride, waiting to “get done” asked us if we’d seen the groom (he finally arrived and the wedding did 

happen).     

  
View of Captain Cook Memorial fountain, Canberra Another view from Mt. Stromlo 

 

Craig and Michelle are active triathlon athletes, and they left after lunch to watch a friend’s race.  

We continued on with Rod to the Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve where kangaroos, emus and many other 

birds and animals roam freely. There is an extensive system of trails in the reserve, and we would have 

been happy to spend the whole day there hiking.  

Some snaps from the Reserve, and a thought, written on one of the stone walkways:  

  
Emus sharing Crane 

 



“I hope you love birds. It is economical. It saves going to heaven.” – Emily Dickenson 

  
A very proud pelican Is this a tern? (Marlene – waiting for your input!) 

 

  
Iguana And the kangaroos were leaping 

 

  
 

Everywhere! Deep Space Communications Station 

 



On the way back, we made a brief stop to look from outside the fence at the Deep Space 

Communications Station, which had already closed to visitors for the day. This station is run jointly with 

NASA, and is used for communicating with deep space probes. 

Rod left us off at the apartment, rushing home to prepare for his own jazz gig the next day. We had a 

good meal at a Turkish restaurant in Manuka, driving past the parliament on the way to give Ray a small 

chance to see Canberra! 

Sunday morning, we hit the road early to wend our way back to Sydney via the Southern Highlands. It 

was a beautiful drive on back roads through historic towns. We stopped for a 3 hour hike at the Bugonia 

Nature Reserve.  This region has lots of limestone caves, but we were satisfied with a rim walk and some 

pretty nice views.  

  
In Bugonia Reserve  On the trail  

  

A giant water monitor - ~1.5 m length. More views from the trail. 

 



  
Looking over to an active quarrying site Bugonia Town: historic one room Public School 

 

We ended up the day in Robertson, where we’d booked at Rod’s recommendation at the Fountaindale 

Hotel.  This is a rather interesting white elephant, built in the 1920s, as a “country club” hotel to attract 

vacationers from Sydney escaping the summer heat.  The hotel even has its own train station! The 

owner was Jewish, and the mezuzah posted on the front door is still there. Apparently the hotel was 

reasonably successful until depression years, when it was converted to a monastery, and all kinds of 

stained glass windows and crosses date from that period, as well as improvements in the gardens.  

During WWII it was a training center, and later, a rehab center.  In recent years, a new owner is trying to 

make a go of the hotel business again – this time with the focus on events like destination weddings.  

However, when we arrived Sunday evening, there was only one other party of guests in the 50 room 

hotel! The manageress was going off duty after we arrived, and when we asked if our room key would 

open the front door, she assured us that they didn’t lock the hotel! We had a “shared bathroom”, 

actually three bathrooms for our whole wing, and thus private for our own use, with no one being on 

the floor. But it was again like being in some Stephen King novel - every time we went out in the night to 

use the facilities, we wondered who we might find wandering around.  

  
Fountaindale – roof cross, mezuzza on the door post. Garden at Fountaindale  



Monday morning, we initially set off for Belmore Falls, but found that the road that Capt. Google 

recommended was not sealed (i.e. unpaved) – a no-no with the rented car. Again, while stopped at the 

side of the road figuring out what to do, a local inhabitant driving by stopped to give us advice. We 

headed instead for Fitzroy falls, which were more readily accessible. The falls were not at their best 

given the low rainfall this year, but quite spectacular enough, thank you! When we first got to the 

observation point, there was a very strong wind coming up the valley, creating an enormous up-draft 

that carried the entire stream upwards! Sadly the phenomenon did not persist long enough to extract 

our camera and capture an image. 

  
Fitzroy Falls With even a double rainbow 

 

  
Lower Fitzroy Falls Walking the west rim  

 

And then, we lunched at a very good meal in a Thai restaurant in a little town, and drove back to Sydney 

where we attended a guest lecture at the university by a Tufts professor on the Properties of Silk. And 

learned speaking to him afterwards that the Red Sox won the World Series – what joy in Beantown – 

and Edie was pretty pleased to hear too.   


